
Domas
Dranginis

# Lisbon, Portugal

@ domas@dranginis.lt
@ linkedin.com/in/domas-dranginis 

+351 926 171 965

education
I

  Aalborg University (Copenhagen) (2011-2012)
IT, Communication & New Media

II
  Technical University of Denmark (2012-2014)

Information & Communication Technology
III

 IT University of Copenhagen (2014-2017)
Global Business Informatics (BSc degree)

about me

Specialty coffee professional, with background in IT,

communications and business operations. I have experience in

hospitality and service industry, that later grew into community

building and facilitating the operations around it. I can offer an

intermediate understanding of specialty coffee industry from the

angle of demanding consumer to digital marketer to business

facilitator.  My recent projects involved running online and

offline campaigns for crypto cafe/coworking space. At the

moment I am mostly involved with organizing National

AeroPress Championship of Portugal, which is highly demanding

task in terms of planning and overseeing the workshops and talks

that precede the event, building the relations with participants,

supporters as well as event partners. Lastly, I have a strong

technical background that comes in handy when solving

oftentimes occurring IT related limitations and challenges

amongst coffee professionals.

projects
I

SAP - Dubai, UAE (2015)
Ethnographic field work on
collaborative work practices

II
Sticks’n’Sushi - Copenhagen, Denmark (2015)

ERP system design for beverage 
management system

III
Genmab - Copenhagen, Denmark (2016)
Mapping of internal IT-Support process, 
solutions for efficiency + data integrity

IV
Struers - Copenhagen, Denmark (2017) 

Customer call handling process 
mapping and improvement 

experience
I

Sharingear - Copenhagen, 
Denmark (2014-2015)

Social media & marketing  
II

IT University of Copenhagen - Copenhagen, Denmark (2016-
2017) 

Teaching assistant, IT Foundations
III

The Block Café - Lisbon, 
Portugal (2017-2019)

Communications, SoMe, barista
IV

European Coffee Trip - 
Czech Republic (2018-present)

Freelance writer 
V

AeroPress Portugal - 
Portugal (2018-present)

Co-founder 

skills

Skill Level 

Specialty coffee Advanced

Marketing, copywriting Intermediate

WebDev Intermediate

Project management(SCRUM,
Agile)

Intermediate

Lean/Six Sigma Novice

Adobe Creative Cloud Intermediate
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